Pre-Release Access to MOD’s National and Official Statistics

Below are the individuals who currently have pre-release access to MOD’s key National and Official Statistics. This document will be updated as lists are revised, or pre-release access is removed altogether. Publications not listed below do not have pre-release access.

Finance and economics

Trade, Industry & Contracts
As at: 31 August 2018
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Minister of State for Defence Procurement – Private Office (Lead Minister)
Secretary of State for Defence – Private Office
SoS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
Min (Lords) – Private Office
Minister of State for the Armed Forces – Private Office
Minister for Defence People and Veterans – Private Office
Chief of Defence Staff – Private Office
Permanent Under Secretary – Private Office
Director General Finance - PS
DPandA-Dir
Def Comrcl SSM-SMA-TL
DDC-PR-NewsEquipSCO
DDC-PR-NewsEquip CO2

Departmental Resources
As at: 28 September 2018
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Secretary of State for Defence – Private Office
SoS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
Min (Lords) – Private Office
Minister of State for the Armed Forces – Private Office
Minister of State for Defence Procurement – Private Office
Minister for Defence People and Veterans – Private Office
Chief of Defence Staff – Private Office
Permanent Under Secretary – Private Office
DPandA-Dir
Director General Finance - PS
DDC-PR-NewsEquipSCO
DDC-PR-NewsEquip CO3

Defence Inflation Estimates
As at: 19 January 2017
24 hour pre-release access given to:-
SoS-S-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DVPR)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SoS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
CDS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
DGFinance-DG Finance
People-CDP-MA
JFC-DOS
SoS-DPS
Def Res-StratFin-Sec-AH
Def Res-StratFin-Sec 4
DDC-PR-NewsEquipSCO
DDC-PR-NewsEquip CO1
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers
SCO DDC-PR-
NewsPolPers CO2
Statistical Bulletin – MOD Regional Expenditure With UK Industry And Supported Employment
As at: 24 January 2019
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Secretary of State for Defence – Private Office
SofS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
Min (Lords) – Private Office
Minister of State for the Armed Forces – Private Office
Minister of State for Defence Procurement – Private Office
Minister for Defence People and Veterans – Private Office
Chief of Defence Staff – Private Office
Permanent Under Secretary – Private Office
Director General Finance - PS
DDC-PR-NewsEquipSCO
DDC-PR-NewsEquip CO3
SPO-Strategy-Devolution-AH
SPO Strategy-Devolution-2
HOCS FD-Hd
DES Sec-PolSec1-AsstHd
Def Comrcl SSM-SMA-TL
Def Res-DD
DDC-Strategy-Devolution CCO

Forces Help to Buy Scheme Quarterly Statistics
As at: 3 May 2019
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
SofS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DPV)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
DPandA-Chief Analyst
People-Accommodation-DepHd
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO2

Personnel statistics

UK Armed Forces Quarterly Service Personnel Statistics
As at: 15 February 2019
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Private Office - Secretary of State
Private Office - Minister for DVRP
Private Office – Minister of State for Lords
Private Office – Minister of State for DP
Private Office – Permanent Secretary
CDS-DPSO
VCDS
NAVY-2SL EA
Army DCGS – Private Office - MA
Air-DComCap-AMP PSO
Air-COSPers-Mann Rsvs DACOS
SofS-Special Advisers Group
DDC-Director
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO2
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
People-CDP
Air-COSPers
People-RFC-Res Hd
People-RFC-Res PolStrat 4
People-Strat-SWA DHd
NAVY MR-HQ COMMARRES
UK Armed Forces Biannual Diversity Statistics
As at: 07 June 2019

24-hour pre-release access given to:
Private Office - Minister for Defence Personnel and Veterans
Private Office – Minister of State for the Armed Forces
Private Office - Secretary of State
Private Office – Minister of State in the House of Lords
Private Office - Minister of State for Defence Procurement
Private Office - Permanent Under Secretary
CDS-Private Office
VCDS-GroupMailbox
SoS-Special Advisers Group
SoS-Private Office
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO2
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
People-Strat-SWA DHd
People-Strat-SWA 2
People-Sec-Diversity DHd
Air-COSPers-SO
Air-COSPers-Pol COS
People-CDP
People-RFC-ACDS RC
People-RFC-Res Hd
People-RFC-Res PolStrat 1
People-RFC-Res PolStrat 5
DDC-Director
NAVY-2SL
NAVY NAVSEC-ACNS PERS
Army Sec-Reserves-Ldr
Army Sec-Cap-Ldr
Army ReserveDev-Hd
Army ReserveDev-Ahd
Army Reserve-Dir
NAVY MR-HQ COMMARRES
NAVY MR-HQ DEPCOMMARRES
Army DCGS-PrivateOffice-MA
Army Manning-Analysis-AD
Army Pers-Dir-MA
Army Manning-EXO
DPandA-Dir
People-Sec-Diversity PM DLVRY
MOD Sponsored Cadets Statistics
As at: 22 May 2019
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Private Office – Minister for Defence People and Veterans
Private Office – Secretary of State
Private Office – Minister of State for the Armed Forces
Private Office – Minister of State in the House of Lords
Private Office – Minister for Defence Procurement
Private Office – Permanent Under Secretary
Private Office – Vice Chief of Defence Staff
SofS-Special Advisers Group
DPandA-Director
People-CDP-MA
People-RFC-CapCdts Hd
People-RFC-Cdts YC AHd
People-RFC-Cdts YC Cadets
People-RFC-Cdts YC Youth
People-RFC-Cdts YC COS
DDC-Director
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers x3
DDC-Strategy-Comms SCO

Biannual Civilian Personnel Report
As at: 10 May 2019
24 hour pre-release access given to:-
MinDPV-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
CDS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
DPandA-Chief Analyst
DG-Finance
DDC-Director
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
People-CivHR-PolReward Hd
People-CDP-MA
People-Strat-SWA DhD
People-Strat-SWA AHd
People-Sec-Diversity DHd (MULTIUSER)

Civilian Diversity Dashboard
As at: 22 November 2018
24 hour pre-release access given to:-
Min(DVRP) – Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office
CDS-Private Office
DpandA-Dir
DPandA-ChiefAnalyst
DG-Finance
DDC-Director
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
People-Sec-Diversity Policy TL
People-Sec-Diversity DHd (MULTIUSER)
Civilian Performance Management Outcomes
As at: 15 August 2018
24 hour pre-release access given to:-
SoFS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
MinDPV-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SoFS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER) PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
People-CDP-Shared Mailbox (MULTIUSER)
DPandA-Dir
People-CivHR-D
People-CivHR-PolReward Hd
People-CivHR-Policy PM Ahd3
People-CivHR-Policy PM Ahd2
People-CivHR-Policy PM Ahd1
Air-D ResSec&CW Hd
HOCS Fin-Head
NAVY SEC-COMD SEC
Army Sec-CWA-Hd
DIO-HRD
JFC-DirResPol
Nuclear-CWA AH
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DDC-Strategy-Comms CCO
People-Sec-Diversity DHd (MULTIUSER)
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DDC-Strategy-Comms CCO
People-Sec-Diversity DHd (MULTIUSER)

Civilian Sickness Absence Report
As at: 25 May 2018
24 hour pre-release access given to:-
MinDPV-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SoFS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SoFS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER) PUS-Private Office
CDS-Private Office
DPandA-Dir
DPandA-Chief Analyst
DGFinance
DDC-Director
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO2
People-CivHR-PolReward Hd
People-CivHR-D
People-CivHR-Policy PM DHd

Location Of All UK Regular Service And Civilian Personnel Annual Statistics
As at: 24 May 2019
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
MinDPV-Private Office
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
Min(Lords)-Private Office
SoFS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER) PUS-Private Office
Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SoFS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SoFS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER) Private Office - Permanent Under Secretary
Private Office - Vice Chief of Defence Staff
DPandA-Dir
DPandA-Chief Analyst
Director of Defence Strategy
DSP-Devolution-AH2
Health statistics

Deaths in the UK Regular Armed Forces
As at: 20 March 2019
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
SoS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
MinDPV-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SoS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
SoS-APS3
SG-Surg Gen MA
SG-DMedPolOpCap-MA
People-CDP-MA
DSA-HQ-AR-SO1
Army Pers-Dir-MA
Air-DComCap-AMP PSO
NAVY MED-DACOS MED PERS POL
Air-Health-Hd RAFMS
Army Med-SHA-AH-Health-Wellbeing
People-SPSupport-Hd
SG-DMed-MedPol-IS-Hd
SG SecFin-Sec AsstHd
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO3

Suicide and Open Verdict Deaths in the UK Armed Forces
As at: 20 March 2019
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
SoS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
MinDPV-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SoS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
SoS-APS3
SG-Surg Gen MA
SG-DMedPolOpCap-MA
People-CDP-MA
DSA-HQ-AR-SO1
Army Pers-Dir-MA
Air-DComCap-AMP PSO
NAVY MED-DACOS MED PERS POL
Air-Health-Hd RAFMS
Army Med-SHA-AH-Health-Wellbeing
People-SPSupport-Hd
SG-DMed-MedPol-IS-Hd
SG SecFin-Sec AsstHd
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO3
Annual UK Regular Armed Forces Land Transport Accident Deaths
As at: 23 March 2017
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
SofS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DVRP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
SofS-APS3
SG-DMedPolOpCap-MA
People-CDP-MA
DSA-HQ-Pol2
NAVY-2SL PA
Army Pers-Dir-MA
Air-DComCap-AMP PSO
NAVY SAFETY CNTR-CESO RN
Army LF-CESO-Safety-Mgt-SO1
Air-SafetyCtre-CESO
JFC-CESO-Deputy
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DSA-DLSR-MTSR-Reg-DMD

Types of injuries sustained by UK Service personnel on Operations in Afghanistan (Op HERRICK) 1 April 2006 to 30 November 2014
As at: 19 February 2016
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DPV)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
Min(Reserves)-Private Office
Min(Lords)-Private Office
SofS-Private Office
SofS-Special Advisers Group
PUS-Private Office
CDS-Private Office
NAVY-1SLCNS PA
Army CGS-PrivateOffice-MA1
VCDS-MA
CAS-PS
People-CDP-MA
PJHQ-CJO-MA
ACDS Ops-MA
D Op Pol-PA
SG-DMed-MedD-D
PJHQ-J9-ACOS
PJHQ-J9-PolOps1-AsslHd
PJHQ-J9 DACOS MEDIA
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DDC-PR-NewsOpsCap CCO
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO5

UK Armed Forces and Civilian Operational Casualty and Fatality Official Statistics
As at: 3 May 2019
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DPV)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
Min(Lords)-Private Office
SofS-Private Office
SofS-Special Advisors Group
PUS-Private Office
CDS-Private Office
Army CGS-PrivateOffice-MA1
VCDS-MA
NAVY-1SLCNS NA
CAS-PS
NHS Commissioning Population Statistics Based on Military and Entitled Civilian Medical Patient Registrations
As at: 16 November 2018
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
SoS-Private Office
SoS-Special Advisers Group
MinDPV-Private Office
Min(Lords)-Private Office
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
SG SecFin-Hd
People-SPSupport-Hd SG
HDel Trg-PrtyHC-Hd SG
DPCAH-AH J3 Delivery
SG-DMed-Med-DPHU-DHd
DDC-Strategy-Comms SCO Pers 2
DDC-Strategy-Comms SCO Pers 1
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO 1
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
PUS-Private Office
NHS England 1st Head of AF Commissioning

Medical Discharge Report
As at: 06 July 2018
24 hour pre-release access given to:-
Min(DPV)-Private Office
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
Min(Lords)-Private Office
SoS-Private Office
SoS-Special Advisers Group
PUS-Private Office
SG-Surg Gen MA
SG-DMed-Med-DPHU-DHd
NAVY MED-DACOS HEALTH HNNS
Army Manning-Empl-Pol-SO 1
Army Med-Snr Health Advisr
Air-Health-Hd RAFMS
AIR 38Gp-CAM-RAFMB-OC
AIR 38Gp-CAM-RAFMB-FS
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
Air-Health-Clinical SO 1
SG SecFin-Sec 2

A Study of Deaths Among UK Armed Forces Personnel Deployed to the 1982 Falklands Campaign: 1982 to 2013
As at: 04 September 2015
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Min(DPWV)-Private Office
SoS – Special Advisors Group
NAVY-2SLCNPT PA
LF-PSC-AG-MA
Air-DComCap-AMP PSO
SG ACDS-ACDS Health MA
DMC-News CPO Personnel
DMC-Head of Sec and New Media
Pers Trg-SVW-Hd
SG SecFin-Hd SG
As at: 24 March 2016
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Min(DPV)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Reserves)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SG-Surg Gen MA
SG-DMedPolOpCap-MA
SG-DMed-Med-StratPolPers-Hd
People-People-SPSupport-Hd
People-SPSupport-Welfare HW 1
People-Med Adviser
DDC-PR-PlansCoord Personnel SCO1
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CCO
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO4

Career Transition Partnership: Ex-Service Personnel Employment Outcomes, By Outflows From Service
As at: 24 January 2019
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DPV)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Special Advisors Group (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
People-TESRR-CTP Delivery C1
People-TESRR-CTP GovDev SO2
People-TESRR-Hd
People-TESRR-TLD AHd
People-TESRR-Reset Policy SO2
People-TESSR-Reset-C1
DDC-Strategy-Comms SCO Pers2Gp
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO3
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DDC-PR-Campaigns1 COa
DDC-PR-Campaigns1 SCO
HOCS FD-Hd

War Pensions Statistics
As at: 22 June 2018
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
MinDPV-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
People-SPSupport-Hd
People-Med Adviser
People-SPSupport-AFC Pol1
DBS Vets-Head
Armed Forces Compensation Scheme Statistics
As at: 22 June 2018
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
MinDPV-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
People-SPSupport-Hd
People-Med Adviser
People-SPSupport-AFC Pol1
DBS Vets-Head
DBS Vets-OPPT-AH
DBS Vets-AFCSWP-AH
DBS CS-Comms-Ext-Spt1
DBS CS-Comms-AccMgr1
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO2
DDC-Strategy-IntCommsCO1
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CCO
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO

UK Armed Forces Operational Deaths Post World War II
As at: 20 March 2019
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
SofS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
MinDPV-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
SG-DMedPolOpCap-MA
People-CDP-MA
Air-DComCap-AMP PSO
SG SecFin-Sec AsstHd
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
NAVY-2SL PA
Army Med-Snr Health Advsr
DBS Res-Sec-AH
DBS-JCCC MODMO AH
DDC-PR-NewsOpsCap SCO
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO3

Location of Armed Forces Pension and Compensation Recipients
As at: 15 August 2018
24 hour pre-release access is given to:-
MinDPV-Private Office
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
Min(Lords)-Private Office
SofS-Private Office
SofS-Special Advisers Group
PUS-Private Office
People-SPSupport-Hd
People-SPSupport-AFC-Ahd
DBS Vets-SupportWelfare-DH
UK Armed Forces Recovery Capability: Wounded, Injured and Sick in the Recovery Pathway
As at: 20 July 2017
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
MinDPV-Private Office
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
Min(Lords)-Private Office
SoS-Private Office
SoS-Special Advisers Group
PUS-Private Office
People-ACDS-PersCap DSsSec
NAVY NAVSEC-ACNS PERS
RC-GOC-MA
Air-COSPers
DPandA-Dir
People-SPSupport-Hd
RC-Pers-ACOS
NAVY NPS-PEOPLE SPT CRM SO1
RC-Pers-ARC-Plans-SO1
Air-COSPers-Pol CSpt SO1RcvcyDel
DDC-PR- NewsPolPers SCO
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CCO
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO1
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO3
DDC-PR-NewsOpsCap CO4

Annual Population Survey: UK Armed Forces Veterans
As at: 24th January 2019
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Min(DPV)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SoS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SoS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
HOCS FD-Hd
People-SPSupport Hd-A
People-SPSupport-Cov DHd
People-SPSupport-Cov Veterans
People-SPSupport-Welfare HW 1
People-SPSupport-Welfare HWSO1
People-SPSupport-Welfare HW 3
People-SPSupport-Welfare DHd
People-TESRR-Reset Policy SO2
DBS Vets-Head
People-Med Adviser
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CCO
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO3
SG-DMed-Med-DPHU-DHd
Senior Assistant Statistician, Labour Market statistics, Scottish Government:
Minister for Business, Fair Work and Skills, Scottish Government
Special Adviser, Scottish Government
Head of Labour Market Statistics, Scottish Government
Senior Media Manager, Scottish Government
Policy Manager, Defence Policy Unit, Scottish Government
DHQI: Planning and Quality, Scottish Government
Project Manager, DHQI: Planning and Quality, Scottish Government
Policy Manager, DHQI: Planning and Quality, Scottish Government
Training and Exercise deaths in the UK Armed Forces
As at: 20 March 2019
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
SofS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
MinDPV-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
DSA-HQ-AR-SO1
People-Sec-Parli Ahd
Army Sec-Pers-Cap-AsstHd
NAVY SEC-1 POLSEC6
Air-DRes Sec 1
DDC-PR-PlansGrid (MULTIUSER)
DDC-SecretariatOfficer1
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO3

Mefloquine (Lariam) Prescribing in the UK Armed Forces
As at: 10 May 2019
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
Min(Lords)-Private Office
SofS-Private Office
SofS-Special Advisers Group
PUS-Private Office
CDS-Private Office
People-CDP-MA
SG-Surgeon General
SG-DMedPolOpCap-MA
SG-DMed-MedD-D
SG DPHC-AH J3 Delivery
SG DPHC-AH-GENPRAC-DGP
SG DMed-Med-DFHU-DHd
SG SecFin-Sec AsstHd
SG SecFin-Sec2
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO3

Census 2011: Working Age UK Armed Forces Veterans Residing in England and Wales
As at: 21 September 2018
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Min(DPV)-Private Office
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
Min(Lords)-Private Office
SofS-Private Office
SofS-Special Advisers Group
PUS-Private Office
DPandA-Dir
People-SPSupport-Covenant DHd-A
People-SPSupport-Covenant DHd-B
People-SPSupport-Welfare HWSO1
People-SPSupport-Welfare Vets 1
People-SPSupport-Cov VetStrat2
People-SPSupport-Cov VetStrat1
People-Med Adviser
DBS Vets-SupportWelfare-DH
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO3
Equipment of the armed forces

UK Armed Forces Equipment and Formations
As at: 19 July 2018
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
SofS-Private Office
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
Min(DPV)-Private Office
Min(Lords)-Private Office
SofS-Special Advisers Group
CDS-Private Office
VCDS-PS
PUS-Private Office
Director General Finance - PS
Director of Performance and Analysis
DDC-PR-NewsEquipSCO
DDC-PR-NewsEquip CO3
DDC-Strategy-Int Comms CCO
Defence Equipment and Support Director Commercial

Surveys & Other National and Official Statistics

UK Land Holdings
As at: 01 June 2018
24-hour pre-release access given to:
Min(Lords)-Private Office
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
Min(DPV)-Private Office
CDS-Private Office
VCDS-PS
PUS-Private Office
SofS-Special Advisors Group
dGFinance-PS
DIO SSECComms-PubAff Comms2a1
DIO ODC-LMS Cen N9
DIO Sec-Parli Snr1
DDC-PR-NewsOpsCap CO2
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DIO SAPT-Director
DIO SAPT-SAM Plans AH
DIO SAPT-SAM Plans2

Service Family Accommodation
As at: 01 June 2018
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Min(Lords)-Private Office
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
Min(DPV)-Private Office
CDS-Private Office
VCDS-PS
PUS-Private Office
SofS-Special Advisors Group
DIO SD Accn-SSM1a
gFinance-PS
DIO SSECComms-PubAff Comms2a1
DIO Sec-Parli Snr1
DDC-PR-NewsOpsCap CO2
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DIO SAPT-Director
UK Regular Armed Forces Continuous Attitude Survey
As at: 22 May 2018
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
SoS-Private Office
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
Min(DVRP)-Private Office
Min(Lords)-Private Office
SoS-Special Advisers Group
PUS-Private Office
CDS-PSO
VCDS-MA
People-CDP-MA
People-D SP Pol 1
People-Strat-Hd
DPandA-Dir
DIO-COS
FMC-Cap-Infra Hd
DIO SD Accn-Hd
DDC-Strategy-Int Comms CO1
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
NAVY-FLEETCOMMANDER PERSONAL
NAVY-1SLCNS SEC
NAVY-2SL EA
NAVY SEC-1 POLSEC TL1
NAVY NAVSEC-ACNS PERS
NAVY NPS-STRATPOL DACOS
NAVY CAF-CGRM PERSONAL
NAVY LLM-ACOS
NAVY MEDIACOMMS-HEAD
NAVY NPS-Hd NPS
Army DCGS-PrivateOffice-MA
Army Pers-Dir-MA
Army PersCap-Dir
Army Pers-Strat-Hd
Army CGS-PrivateOffice-MA1
Army Sec-Manning-Ldr
ArmyACGS-AMC-Internal-Comms-SO1
CAS-PS
Air-DcomCap-AMP PSO
Air-COSPers-SO
Air-COSPers-DACS Pers Pol-Del
ACAS-Media-ACOS Comms and Engt
ACAS-PSO

Tri-Service Families Continuous Attitude Survey
As at: 20 July 2018
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
MinDPV-Private Office
Min(Lords)-Private Office
SoS-Private Office
SoS-Special Advisers Group
PUS-Private Office
CDS-PSO
VCDS-MA
CAS-PS
ACAS-PSO
Air-DcomCap-AMP PSO
Air-COSPers-SO
Air-COSPers-DACS Pers Pol-Del
ACAS-Media-ACOS Comms and Engt
DACOS Community Support
DIO-COS
FMC-Cap-Infra Hd
DIO SD Accn-Hd
NAVY-1SLCNS SEC
Tri-Service Reserves Continuous Attitude Survey 2018

As at: 15 June 2018

24-hour pre-release access given to:-

SofS-Private Office
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
Min(DPV)-Private Office
Min(Lords)-Private Office
SofS-Special Advisers Group
PUS-Private Office
CDS-PSO
VCDS-MA
Army DCGS-PrivateOffice-MA
Army CGS-PrivateOffice-MA1
Army Reserves-Dir
FdArmy-ComdGp-DCFA
Army Pers-Dir-MA
Army Sec-Manning-Ldr
Army ACGS-AMC-ChiefCommsOffr-B2
Army Pers-Strat-Hd
CAS-PS
Air-DComCap-AMP PSO
ACAS-PSO
Air-COSPERS-PO
Air-COSPERS-DCOS Pers Pol-Del
Air-COSPERS-Mann Rsrs DACOS
ACAS-Media-ACOS Comms and Engl
Air-COSPERS-CareerMgmt ACOS
NAVY NAVSEC-ACNS PERS
NAVY NPS-Hd NPS
NAVY SEC-1 POLSEC 2
NAVY-1SLCNS SEC
NAVY-2SL EA
NAVY MR-HQ COMMARRES
NAVY MR-HQ DEPCOMMARRES
NAVY PERS-FR20 PM
NAVY MR-HQ CWO
NAVY MR-HQ DACOS RES
People-CDP-MA
People-Strat-Hd
People-RFC-Res Hd
People-RFC-Res PolSec AHd
DDC-Strategy-Int Comms CCODDC-PR-NewsPolPers CO2
DDC-Strategy-Int Comms CO1
DPandA-Dir
Continuous Working Patterns 2017/18
As at: 29 June 2018
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
SofS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
CDS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DPV)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
People-AF Rem-Pay AFPRBPoi1
People-AF Rem-Pay Pol1
People-AF Rem-Pay Pol2
People-AF Rem-Pay Pol3
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DDC-Strategy-Int Comms CO1
DPandA-Dir

MOD Compensation Claims
As at: 02 November 2018
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Min(AF)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DP)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(DPV)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
Min(Lords)-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
SofS-Special Advisers Group (MULTIUSER)
PUS-Private Office (MULTIUSER)
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers SCO
DJEP-Claims Disclosure Hd
DJEP-D
DG Sec Pol-DG
DG Finance-DG
HOCS FIN-Hd Group Mailbox

Sexual Offences in the Service Justice System
As at: 22 March 2019
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
Min(DPV)-Private Office
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
Min(Lords)-Private Office
SofS-Private Office
SofS-Special Advisers Group
PUS – Private Office
CDP-MA
D SP Pol
SPA – DDSP
MCS-Dir
Navy Legal – Disc SO1
Navy Sec – Disc
Army PersCap – Pers Svcs-Disc-SO1
APSG-PersSvcs-Assurance-SLWAS SO1
Air-COSPers-Pol Discip SO1
PM (N)
PM (A) – SO1 Pol Com SO1
PM (RAF)
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers-CCO
DDC-PR-NewsPolPers-CO5

Officer Cadets Survey
Recruit Trainee Survey
As at: 20 July 2018
24-hour pre-release access given to:-
SofS-Private Office
SofS-Special Advisers Group
The Pattern of Military Low Flying Across the UK 2017/2018
As at: 12 April 2019
24-hour pre-release access given to:
MinDPV-Private Office
Min(AF)-Private Office
Min(DP)-Private Office
Min(Lords)-Private Office
SofS-Private Office
SofS-Special Advisers Group
PUS-Private Office
DPandA-Chief Analyst
ACAS-PSO
Air-D-Res
Air-1Gp-AOC PSO
Air-2Gp-AOC PSO
Air-22Gp-AOC PSO
Def Strat-Stat-Air-Hd
DDC-PR-News SO1 RAF
SWK-LFOF OC
Air-DRes Sec-Parlibusiness
DAATM-Airspace SO1
SWK-OC3 Airspace
SWK-LFCEU
Army Sec-Pol-Ops-Ldr
Navy Sec-1 POLSEC TL1
DSP-Devolution-AH